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Topics 
• Linked Data for Librarie s Context

• BIBFRAME Overview & Group Learning Strategie s

• Experimentation Process, Tools, Outcomes

• Linked Data Beyond the  Catalog

• Lessons Learned and  Future  Work



The Evolving Metadata Landscape: 
Positioning for the Future

Source: Be the change that you wish to see in the world by Helminadia Ranford
https://www.flickr.com/photos/helminadia/6696455929
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Presentation Notes
How many of you have heard of Linked Data? Is your institution actively investigating LD?

https://www.flickr.com/photos/helminadia/6696455929


• Aligning with national/international metadata communities 
• Collaborative and proactive learning
• Being critical and practical

The Evolving Metadata Landscape: 
Positioning for the Future

Source: Be the change that you wish to see in the world by Helminadia Ranford
https://www.flickr.com/photos/helminadia/6696455929
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 Three guiding principles of the BIBFRAME Discussion Group

https://www.flickr.com/photos/helminadia/6696455929


Planning
• BIBFRAME Discussion Group

• Acquisitions, Cataloging & Metadata Services, UT Libraries 
• Book Cataloging, Harry Ransom Cente r 
• Metadata Services, Tarlton Law Library

• Goals
• To understand BIBFRAME (and linked data)  through group learning
• To experiment and evaluate  BF transformation process and re lated tools 
• To identify and explore  linked data projects

• Progressive  and Critical Learning



Source: http://www.linkeddatatools.com/images/graphdb.png

BIBFRAME Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to model bibliographic data as linked data on the semantic web with BIBFRAME?  This is what our BIBFRAME Discussion Group sought to understand.  Library bibliographic data in MARC format is not discoverable on the Web, nor is it readily linked to related data.  Modeling bibliographic data in a graph structure, rather than in more familiar relational or hierarchical structures, enables machines (notably, search engines) to “connect the dots” and link related resources via URIs, which improves discovery on the Web.    

http://www.linkeddatatools.com/images/graphdb.png


Pride and Prejudice was written by Jane Austen.
<http://id.loc.gov/authoritie s/names/n2002041181>     <http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/re lators/aut>     <http://id.loc.gov/authoritie s/names/n79032879.html>

BIBFRAME Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instead of describing library resources via MARC records, the BIBFRAME model uses RDF triple statements (conceptually illustrated on slide) to describe resources through a series of relationships.The subject, predicate, and object of each statement is uniquely identified with a URI that disambiguates meaning/interpretation for both humans and machines. 

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n2002041181
http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators/aut
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n79032879.html


• Library of Congress initiative, 
launched in 2011

• Model, vocabulary, profiles

• Implementation testbeds & pilots

• Tool development

BIBFRAME 2.0 Model

Source: https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/docs/bibframe2-model.html

BIBFRAME Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Library of Congress initiative, launched in 2011, towards a Linked Data replacement for MARCBIBFRAME 2.0 as of April 7, 2016Model for expressing and connecting bibliographic dataVocabulary & profilesNew ways to accommodate rich resource descriptionTransition path from MARC to BIBFRAMEImplementation testbeds & pilotsTool Development (editors, transformation services)

https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/docs/bibframe2-model.html


Group
learning 
strategie s

Source : https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File :Neuronal_activity_DARPA.jpg

December 2014 
through
May 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our BIBFRAME Discussion Group convened in late 2014, as a means to put our heads together to spark and establish common understanding of BIBFRAME and linked data for libraries.  We’ve done a lot in 18 months, and I’ll share the progression of our strategy in the next slide. Our hope is to inform others’ efforts to begin linked data explorations in their own organizations. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Neuronal_activity_DARPA.jpg


Group
learning 
strategie s

• 13 members 
• Monthly mee tings 
• Critical discussion
• Centralized re source /documentation portal
• Professional Deve lopment

• Zephe ira 2015
• Library Juice  Academy 2016

• Turnaround training
• Experimentation & reporting
• Monitoring deve lopments
• Synthesizing, sharing le ssons learned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critical discussion of papers, video updates, and trainingsCentralized resource & documentation portalProfessional DevelopmentZepheira Practical Practitioner training - January 2015, 2 C&MS staff, 6 weeks, 5 modulesLibrary Juice Academy Certificate in XML and RDF-based systems - Feb-July 2016, staff from UT Libraries, Harry Ransom Center, Briscoe Center for American HistoryTurnaround training Experimentation and reporting Monitoring developments (Zepheira Alumni updates, bibframe list-serv, new reports) Sharing lessons learned with wider community



Experimentation goals & process
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Presentation Notes
Explore entire BIBFRAME transformation process�Become familiar with the necessary transformation tools�Evaluate outcomes from the transformations



Transformation tools
• Open Refine  - data clean up

• MarcEdit

• Zephe ira transformation

• Library of Congress 

transformation tool
Source : Newborn Monarch Expanding by Andy Reago & Chrissy McClarren

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File :Newborn_Monarch_expanding_%2815659708151%29.jpg
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Presentation Notes
Open Refine - data clean upPowerful tool for data clean up for homogenous issues and big dataDoesn’t handle hierarchical data wellMarcEditIntuitive ability to make identical changes across a record setPossible to make dynamic transformationsZepheira transformationAccepts only MarcXMLAt the time of this experimentation, had a more useful user interface than LC’s toolStill lacking in date sorting and faceted searchingLibrary of Congress transformation toolAccepts only MarcXMLTransformation tool was unreliable and doesn’t provide useful feedback for errors

https://www.flickr.com/people/80270393@N06
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Newborn_Monarch_expanding_(15659708151).jpg


• Significant data loss -
The MARC funnel

• Problematic or indecipherable 
mappings

• Incomplete user interfaces make 
assessment difficult

• Collaboration throughout life cycle 
is essentialSource: https://www.flickr.com/photos/donabelandewen/3664253860

Experimentation outcomes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data loss through forcing data through the MARC funnelReproductions-ignores 533 fieldNeeded to add 001 and 005 for LC toolCreating Corporate vs. Personal authorsMappingsUnclear where mappings were coming from - dates, especiallyAll links became annotations, but did not match anythingUnclear differences between work and instanceAssessmentNot making use of relator terms or faceted searchingWe need to collaborate across metadata creators in different departments and different formats at every level of creation to make this work

https://www.flickr.com/photos/donabelandewen/3664253860


Battle of the BIBFRAME Editors

Zephe ira’s 
BIBFRAME Scribe
vs.
LC’s 
BIBFRAME Editor

Source: http://www.publicdomainpictures.net/view-image.php?image=157104&picture=background-wallpaper

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having evaluated Zepheira’s and LC’s MARC-to-BIBFRAME transformation tools, we next turned our attention to the BIBFRAME editors, to determine which native BF interface was better for entering new resource descriptions.Work in this phase was done by individuals, not teams.�Investigators were to create descriptions in each editor for up to five resources, comprising the formats with with they routinely worked. Formats covered:Monographs (print and electronic)Serials (print and electronic)Theses (print and electronic)Music scores (print only)Compact discsDVDsStreaming videos�Having access to a list of resources used by LC in its pilot project, we were to select resources from that list that we also owned, if possible (to compare outcomes). Because of this condition, investigators may have created BF descriptions for resources already cataloged.

http://www.publicdomainpictures.net/view-image.php?image=157104&picture=background-wallpaper


Two important caveats
• Scribe  & LC Editor are  in active  deve lopment

• Findings apply to all formats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before proceeding to describe our findings, please keep these two points in mind:First, both Zepheira’s Scribe and LC’s Editor are in active development. Second, while many of the following examples are from music materials, the findings are similar for non-music formats as well.



Sizing up the BIBFRAME Editors

• Scribe

• Somewhat functional, not 
ve ry intuitive

• Vague  e lement names, 
circular de finitions 
(BIBFRAME Lite )

• Appears designed by/for 
non-catalogers

• LC Editor

• More  functional & intuitive  
than Scribe

• Element names, 
de finitions aligned with 
RDA

• Design influenced by 
cataloge rs
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Presentation Notes
In summary, University of Texas catalogers found the LC Editor to be more functional and easier to use than Scribe. Both BF interfaces employ BIBFRAME terminology for element names, but the LC editor includes references to Resource Description and Access (RDA), as we shall see below. Scribe, on the other hand, element names are taken from the BIBFRAME Lite vocabulary (bibfra.me), which was also developed by Zepheira. This vocabulary has some problems, though, as we shall also see shortly.The LC editor appears to have been developed with substantial input from library catalogers. Scribe, in contrast, appears to have been developed more by software developers, and library catalogers may not be its primary target audience (although this is just speculation).



Resource profiles

• Scribe

• 7 primary types
• Article
• Audio
• Bibliography
• Book
• Disse rtation

• Map

• Serial

• LC Editor

• 6 primary types
• Monograph
• Notated music
• Serial
• Cartographic
• BluRay DVD
• Audio CD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In reviewing the resource profiles (think of these as data templates), there are several things to note:Scribe does not have a profile for notated music.Scribe provides 20 profiles total; there are separate profiles for print & electronic versions for Article, Bibliography, Book Dissertation, Map, and Serial.Vinyl record is the only audio format present in Scribe.It is not clear why Scribe has a profile for Bibliography.“BluRay DVD” in LC can be used for either a BluRay or a conventional DVD.LC needs to either build out additional audio and video formats, or have a single Audio format.



Data elements: Scribe
• Vague  fie ld labe ls: What to input

Title  prope r? Pre fe rred title?

Ente r group pe rformers he re?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A fairly vexing issue with Scribe is the vagueness of certain labels. From the “Vinyl album “ template:�It is not clear if “Title” refers to title proper of the resource, or the preferred title of the work.“Musician” implies an individual performer (e.g., Sting, or Taylor Swift). Can the name of a group performer, such as a band or orchestra, be entered here as well?As mentioned earlier, Scribe is using element names from the BIBFRAME Lite vocabulary (bibfra.me). Yet “Musician” is not present in that element set, so one gets no guidance on what this element is expected to contain.



BIBFRAME Lite: Circular definitions

?!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even when an element is found in the BIBFRAME Lite vocabulary, the definitions are often unhelpful. Take this example, which was snipped directly from BIBFRAME Lite. If a person entering data in Scribe does not know what a title proper is, or would like additional information about this element, the description here won’t be helpful. Hopefully this is an issue that Zepheira will address in the future.



Data elements: LC Editor
• Grouped by 

Work, Expression, 
Manife station, 
or Item

• Refe rence  to RDA 
guide lines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When an LC template is opened (this is the Audio CD Work + Instance tecplate), three things immediately stand out:Elements are grouped according to the WEMI structure found in RDA. This makes it easy to know if you are entering data pertaining to the work, expression, manifestation, or item.While BIBFRAME element and property names are used, the LC Editor offers clear guidance on what should be entered by referring to relevant RDA guidelines. In this example, the BIBFRAME element “Title” appears twice. Confusion is avoided by the specifying the guidelines for Preferred title for a musical work and variant title for a musical work, respectively.The RDA guidelines in blue text to the left of the BIBFRAME elements are hotlinks, taking one directly to the relevant guideline in RDA.



Other matters: Scribe 
• Repeated fie lds
• Inappropriate  fie lds
• Display issues

2

1

What was created?

Presenter
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Other problems with Scribe include:�Fields that are unnecessarily repeated (the various call number fields in the example at right).Fields that are inappropriate in a national implementation (UC Davis Call number).The display of information in certain fields, in this case a personal name that was not represented in any authority file and for which an authority record had to be created. On the input screen as seen here, the name itself is not visible; we see only an indication that the creator was created (pun intended).



Other matters: LC Editor 
• Dropdown menus for ce rtain e lements

• No e lements for:

• Genre
• Production statement
• Digital file  characte ristics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the LC Editor, certain elements contain data that is restricted to approved terms from RDA. When the cursor is placed in such a field in the LC Editor, a list of approved terms displays in a dropdown menu. One merely browses the list to find the necessary term and click on it, adding it to the field. This is more efficient than going to the RDA Toolkit, looking up the term, and then entering it in the form. It’s a nice time-saving feature.There are some elements that are not currently present in the Editor: There is no place to enter the form or genre of a work. This is a rather glaring omission, as LC has been developing a thesaurus of genre and form terms (Library of Congress Genre/Form Terms for Library and Archival Materials (LCGFT)). We hope that this will be added to the Editor at some point.There is no place to enter details relating to the production of a resource. This has implications for catalogers who work with rare materials as well as unpublished items.There is no place to record characteristics of digital files. As we work with an increasing number of digital resources, we ought to be able to record such things as type of file, encoding format, and file size.So to reiterate, overall we feel that LC’s BIBFRAME Editor currently has a significant advantage over Zepheira’s Scribe. Whether that conclusion holds remains to be seen. As was noted earlier, both of these tools are in development and will be for some time to come, and the challenges and shortcomings described here may well be addressed and fixed in the future. This presentation should in no way be considered the final word on either Scribe or LC’s BIBFRAME Editor.



Linked Data Beyond the Catalog - Knowledgebase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You might be wondering what this idea of linked data means if you are outside cataloging.  I know as an Acquisitions person focused on electronic resources I was wondering the same thing.So how many of you work with a system backed by a knowledgebase, like a link resolver, ERMS, or a discovery tool? Or you know your library has systems like this? This is LD too, but it’s not LOD for the most part, but we’ll get to that. The knowledgebase, or KB, backed systems in a library connect bibliographic data, vendor data and administrative metadata together to provide better tracking, management, troubleshooting and access to electronic resources. For example, our KB based system acts as both our ERMs and our Link Resolver and here is some of the data that we track in the system to make troubleshooting, managing and assessment of our electronic resources easier. The KB provides context about which vendor we subscribe or purchased from, what exactly we purchased (package, individual item), what our holdings are, we our access lives and as this graphic illustrates it also includes additional data like vendor contacts, license information, administrative logins, cost data, etc.  So the bottom line is that a KB based system links various pieces of data within the system but it can do more than that.



Linked Data Beyond the Catalog - Discovery 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It also feeds the discovery layer and these new discovery systems, like Summon, EDS or Primo, link to even more data about your resources from all kinds of outside sources.  Some examples are: Altmetrics, Wikipedia, paid reference resources, library recommendations, LibGuides, book covers and Ulrich’s And these connections provide users information like topic summaries, additional search terms, altmetrics for articles, data base recommendations, library content and more. Some of this is linked open data and some is still just linked data.



Linked Data Beyond the Catalog - Link Resolve r

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beyond the discovery layer most of our link resolvers also use linked data to provide additional information and context to users.  Including bibliographic information, information about the journal itself (is it peer reviewed and/or open access), is the resource considered a scholarly resource, etc.   And again the resolver can pull from a variety of sources, both open and closed.   Including bibliographic information, information about the journal itself (is it peer reviewed and/or open access), is the resource considered a scholarly resource, etc. 



Source: Web by david reid CC BY-NC 2.0
https://flic.kr/p/3mBRSY

Linked Data Beyond the Catalog – Next Gen LSP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So basically the systems we have been using for our electronic resources have been building and using linked data in order to pull in more services and context for library staff as well as our users.  And now Library vendors are building and delivering the next generation of library service platforms, or LSP’s, and these systems are built around the idea of Unified Resource Management and they are meant to break down the silos we have between our print, electronic and even digital content. These new systems are also exploring BibFrame and other linked data models in order to prepare and pave the way for what comes next in linked data for libraries.  But as we know there is a long way to go. 

https://flic.kr/p/3mBRSY


Lessons Learned - Successes
• Gained knowledge  of linked data, BIBFRAME

• Increased confidence  with data transformation tools

• Achieved e ffective  learning through group collaboration 
and expe rimentation 

• Broadened pe rspectives beyond BIBFRAME 

• Foste red/strengthened collaborative  re lationships



Lessons Learned - Challenges
• Are  we  ready for post-MARC? 

• How do we  keep up with constant changes in deve lopment? 

• How do we  begin conversations with the  re st of the  library about 
linked data? 

• How do we  build our skills around linked data?

• How do we  deve lop me tadata se rvices around BIBFRAME/linked 
data? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Uncertainty about the future regarding BIBFRAME; are we ready for post-MARC? How do we keep up with constant changes in development? How do we begin conversations with the rest of the library about linked data? How do we build our skills around linked data - not limited to BIBFRAME?How do we build our skills around linked data - not limited to BIBFRAME?How do we develop metadata services around BIBFRAME/linked data? 



Future Work 
• Create  workflows for me tadata batch processing

• Identify me tadata se rvices around linked data

• Help build technical infrastructure

• Engage  in me tadata outreach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create workflow for metadata batch processCreate workflow for metadata transformation and batch cleanupDevelop skills and create positions for metadata batch processIdentify metadata services around linked dataProvide metadata consultation servicesCreate metadata resources for researchersParticipate in building technical infrastructure for metadata transformation Provide metadata transformation servicesEngage in metadata outreachProvide metadata education for campus (faculty, students, researchers)



Questions? Comments?

Source: I see a rainbow rising by Brad
https://www.flickr.com/photos/hedgey2008/8520477044/in/dateposted/

https://www.flickr.com/photos/helminadia/6696455929
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